This paper introduces a locally optimal stabilizer for multi-input muti-output autonomous nonlinear systems of any order with totally unknown dynamics that can be implemented in real time and does not need offline or online high computational effort. The control scheme proposed in this paper lies at the intersection of the active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) and the state-dependent Riccati equation (SDRE) technique. It is shown that using an extended state observer (ESO), a state-dependent coefficient matrix for the nonlinear system is obtainable which is used by the SDRE technique to construct a SDRE+ESO controller. As the SDRE technique is not guaranteed to be globally asymptotically stable, for systems with known linearization at the equilibrium, an algorithmic method is proposed for an approximated estimation of its region of attraction (ROA). Then, it is shown that the global asymptotic stability is achievable using a switching controller constructed by the SDRE+ESO method and ADRC for inside and outside the estimated ROA, respectively. The stabilization of an inverted pendulum is considered as a numerical example to visualize the applications and superiority of the proposed control scheme in comparison to the conventional ADRC.
Introduction
The active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) has demonstrated powerful features in dealing with uncertainties according to its use of high-gain observers capable of estimating the total dynamics of the system as an extended state variable [18, 15] . However, ADRC still may not be a proper solution for many systems according to its demand of control effort emanating from its feedback linearization nature. Although the ADRC can be stabilized under input saturation [28] , it needs strong assumptions which restricts its application, while the system may respond far from optimality as well. This paper proposes a suboptimal solution for this problem inspiring from the state-dependent Ricctai equation (SDRE) control technique. The proposed scheme comprises the advantages of the ADRC as well as the SDRE method that makes it applicable for unknown systems without demanding high computational capabilities or offline heavy simulations.
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The SDRE technique has been widely used in the literature since 1960s as a tool for suboptimal stabilization of nonlinear systems [27, 3, 33] and showed its effectiveness for many engineering applications such as aerial [7, 1] , spacial [30] , marine [26] , robotics [11, 32, 20] , and electronics [9, 10] systems to name a few. The suboptimal control scheme constructed by SDRE is appealing due to its simplicity and capability of online implementation without any need of solving two-point boundary value problems by direct implementation of the LQR scheme to nonlinear systems. The main idea behind the SDRE scheme is to express a nonlinear systemẋ = f (x) aṡ x = A(x)x such that A(x)x = f (x) where A(x) is called the state-dependent coefficient (SDC) matrix. The SDC matrix is not unique and several researches have been carried out on its existence [29] and methods for its selection and the way it effects the system response [6, 22, 24] . Although SDRE does not guarantee a globally asymptotically stable (GAS) closed-loop response for nonlinear systems [31] , its effectiveness has demonstrated by simulations. It is shown that SDRE control method, under mild conditions, is locally optimal and locally stable [5, 25] , therefore, there exists a region of attraction (ROA) and there are methods for its calculation [12, 2] . It is provable that for systems where the closed-loop SDC matrix, A CL , happens to be globally symmetric (which comprises the scalar systems), the SDRE scheme provides a GAS response [8] . Also, it is shown that if exp(A CL t) is globally bounded by a positive definite matrix then the closed-loop system under an SDRE scheme is GAS [21] . Regardless of the closed-loop SDC matrix analysis, a result of [16] can be used which states that if the control effort weighting matrix, R, is constant, then systemẋ = A(x)x + B(x)u is GAS under SDRE if B(x) is square and full rank. Especially for second-order systems, several methods are proposed in [13, 4, 23] in order to provide a GAS response.
Contributions of the paper. In this paper an SDRE scheme is proposed for a special type of unknown nonlinear systems in which the SDC matrix as well as the state variables are estimated through an ESO, which is called a SDRE+ESO controller. To the extent of the author's knowledge, so far all of the proposed methods for the SDC matrix construction, such as the algorithmic methods presented in [22, 24] , need the system model to be known beforehand. In spite of the ESO capability of estimating the whole model of the system, unlike the previous SRDE schemes, the presented method in this study does not need any modeling for the nonlinear system (in fact the only thing that is needed is the sign of the system input). Therefore, the proposed scheme provides a suboptimal stabilizer for unknown nonlinear systems which is implementable in real time with a very low computational effort. The state-of-the-art proposed methods for the determination of the ROA need additional information about the system which may not be available for an unknown system. Accordingly, a method for an approximate estimation of the ROA is presented for those systems with known linearization at the zero equilibrium (which is the case for a wide range of systems such as robots or spacecraft in a proximity operation). The proposed approximated ROA is not a real domain of attraction for the closed-loop system, but in combination with a switching controller constructed by SDRE+ESO and ADRC provides the GAS for the closed-loop system while it is an optimal stabilizer when approaching zero equilibrium.
Notations. Let R m,n and R n denote the space of real m × n matrices and n-dimensional vectors, respectively. Also, let N denote the set of all natural number. The ith element of a vector v and the ijth element of a matrix M are referred to by scalars v (i) and M (i,j) , respectively. For matrix M we denote by M −1 its inverse (if exists) and by M T its transpose. The symbol · denotes the two-norm of a vector or matrix and | · | is used to denote the absolute value when applied to a scalar while it shows the cardinality when used for a set. The sign function is defined as sgn(a) = a/|a|. An m × n matrix with all elements equal to a is shown as [a] m×n . The n-dimensional identity matrix is denoted by I n . The Hadamard and Kronecker products are denoted by and ⊗, respectively. Operator for vectors a ∈ R n and b ∈ R m reads
The following definition is used for the derivative of a matrix M ∈ R m×n with respect to a vector v ∈ R r :
First, basic definitions and formulations are reviewed in this section. Next, the control scheme is introduced and finally, the essential hypotheses and assumptions are presented.
System definition
In this paper an autonomous, feedback linearizable, kthorder, n-dimensional system is considered as follows:
which ξ(t) ∈ R n and u ∈ R n are the system variable and the control input, respectively. Equation (1) can be written in the following observable form considering
1 , · · · , x T k ] T ∈ R kn and y ∈ R n denote the state and the output of the system. The continuous differentiable vector valued function f (·) : R kn → R n defines the system dynamics, such that f (x) = 0 if x = 0, which is considered generally unknown in this study. At least, the sign of the matrix valued function G(·) : R kn → R n×n is known (the minimum information on how the control input is affecting the system dynamics) and it is always invertible. System (2) is expressible as (see Proposition 15 for an existence proof):
where A(·) ∈ R kn×kn and B(·) ∈ R kn×n are
in which G(x) is our best estimation of the real G(·) such that the following property holds (having the same sign for G(x) and G(x) is essential since obviously a sign change may cause a divergence in the closed-loop response):
Therefore, when G(x) = G(x), then, as is considered in the previous literature,
δG(x)u, and its construction is supposed to be same as the previous form as long as u is a function of x. The SDC matrix is not unique, for instance,
State and SDC matrix observation
Consider the nonlinear ESO in the following general form in order to estimate the value of x(t) as well as the extended state variable x k+1 =ẋ k − G(x)u [19] :
where e i (·) : R n → R n for i = 1, · · · , k + 1 are (linear or nonlinear) functions to be determined.
Remark 1
The extended state x k+1 is supposed to estimate the value ofẋ k − G(x)u. In fact, when G(·) = G(·), the extended state x k+1 converges to the value of f ( x). On the other part, when G(·) = G(·), the extended state x k+1 estimates the value of f ( x) + δG( x)u.
In addition to the ESO formulated above, we consider the following observation to estimate the value of A(x):
in which F ( x) should be estimated according to the outputs of ESO expressed by (7) . A proper formula for F ( x) should satisfy the following properties summarized in a remark:
(2) have bounded solutions for any value of x (therefore, the choice of F ( x) = x k+1 x/(kn) is not acceptable); (3) contain all elements of x in order to (as a rule of thumb) increase the ROA.
Accordingly, consider the following form:
where W (·) : R kn → R n×kn should be chosen such that above-mentioned properties of Remark 2 are satisfied.
Continuous SDC matrix
Matrix valued function W ( x) can be constructed as follows for any bounded i = 0:
The sets J 1 , J 2 ⊂ N (which are generally functions of i, k, and n) should satisfy the following conditions:
in which p i ( x) and 1−p i ( x) as well as their partial derivatives should go to zero faster than their denominators when they are used in constructing F ( x). The following example proposes a formula (which is inspired from the fact that lim x→0 exp(−α/|x|)/x = 0 and lim x→0 (1− exp(−β|x|))/x = ±β for any α, β > 0) for the evaluation of p i ( x):
The following function can be used in (10) for systems with n ≥ 2 considering J 1 ≡ J = {i, i + n, · · · , i + (k − 1)n} for all > 0:
Example 4 For a second-order scalar system (k = 2, n = 1) we have:
Remark 5 The proposed function presented in (13) works well in the simulations if x(0) = 0, since although the domain of p i (·) dose not contain any vectors with an element equal to zero, it has no limit problems near zero and only an absolute zero should be prevented which can be simply handled in practice. By the way, an infinite number of vectors are eliminated from the domain of A( x) which may still not be an appropriate candidate for some applications.
Discontinuous SDC matrix
Accordingly, to prevent singularity problems, the following switching form can be considered corresponding to (9) for all i = 1, · · · , n and any bounded ρ i = 0:
Example 6 For a second-order scalar system (k = 2, n = 1) we have:
Remark 7 The SDC matrix constructed by (15) , (9) , and (8) supposes that (16) always has a unique solution which means that never two or more element of x has exactly the same value and consequently, never two or more elements of x passes the zero at the same time. If this assumption is satisfied (which is not a strong assumption), then the SDC matrix constructed by (15) , (9) , and (8) satisfies the conditions of Remark 2. Note that in this case, unlike using p i (·), a finite number of vectors are eliminated from the domain of A( x) (only when two or more elements of x are equal to zero) which is improbable to occur.
Control Scheme
We consider a switching controller in the form of SDRE technique equipped by ESO for x ∈ Ω and in the form of ADRC for x / ∈ Ω in which Ω ⊆ R kn is the ROA or an estimation of that without instability effects:
and u 0 is some bounded controller to be determined (e.g. u 0 = 0) for the start-up phase at which the ESO is not sufficiently converged. The gain matrices
are found by solving the following equations for P in ( x) and P out , respectively:
where the pair {A 0 , B 0 } defines a chain integrator system corresponding to the size of (2) as:
and symmetric positive-definite matrices Q ∈ R kn×kn and R ∈ R n×n are associated with the cost function J = 0.5 ∞ 0 (x T Qx + u T Ru)dt. Since the global asymptotic stability cannot be generally guaranteed for a closedloop system with u in , the ADRC is used as u out to ensure the stability outside Ω. However, for an unknown system, obtaining Ω may be impossible. In this case, if only the first derivative of f (x) at the origin, (df /dx) x=0 , is available (which for many systems is a feasible assumption since their linearized forms are available and/or identifiable), then we can obtain some approximate estimations. In this study we propose the necessary condition for Ω to be a ROA (inspired from the results of [2] ), which is the satisfaction of the following condition:
that corresponds to the Lyapunov function V (x) = 0.5x T P x. Therefore, one may consider:
for some P satisfying the following inequality:
in which J CL (0) is the Jacobian matrix of the closedloop system under u = u in at x = 0. The following steps are considered for obtaining the value of J CL (0) as an algorithm that can be done once offline:
Algorithm 1 (Closed-loop Jacobian) This algorithm obtains the Jacobian of the closed-loop system described by system (2) under controller u = u in defined by (19) . It is supposed that we already know the values of ∂f /∂x as well as G(x) (or similarly B(x)) at x = 0. Then, follow these steps:
(1) Construct the following matrix:
(2) Find P in (0) by solving the following equation:
(3) Substitute the calculated matrices in the following equation and obtain J CL (0).
Remark 8 The switching controller proposed in (18) , u, is set in order to guarantee the closed-loop response of the system to be GAS. However, u in (SDRE+ESO) may be a much more efficient stabilizer for a wide range of systems if it is supposed that Ω = R like as the conventional SDRE scheme which has been used for many mechanical and electrical systems without any proof of being GAS. But it is noteworthy that using u in for the whole space without a proper intuition, may expose the system to a divergence risk as well.
Hypotheses and Assumptions
This subsection presents three hypotheses for the unknown system and two assumption in which the first is proved that is always satisfied under the proposed controller and the second is for the observer to be designed:
Hypothesis 9 (Open-loop system) Suppose:
(1) All partial derivatives of f (x) exists at all x ∈ R kn and t ∈ [0, ∞). Assumption 13 (Observer) Under Hypotheses 9 and Assumption 12, the ESO formulated in (7) is sufficiently convergent which means that for some arbitrarily small a i > 0 there exists a τ i ∈ [0, ∞) such that for any t ∈ [τ i , ∞):
and there exists a b i > 0 such that for t ∈ [0, τ i )
Assumption 13 is not a strong assumption while linear and nonlinear ESOs proposed in [15, 14] can satisfy the condition by adjusting some scalars. The first part of Assumption 13 states that the ESO converges to an arbitrary bound after τ = max{τ 1 , · · · , τ k+1 } and the second part makes sure that the ESO error is bounded before this time.
Main Results
This section presents the main results and proofs about the optimality and stability of the proposed control scheme. First, we need some proves about the SDC matrices proposed in the previous section which are presented alongside some needed lemmas. PROOF. According to Lemma 14, if f (x) = λx (linear dependency) and at the same time Q 1/2 x = 0, then there is no matrix A( x) for f (x) to satisfy { A( x), Q 1/2 } being GPD/O. Since for an unknown system the linear independency cannot be guaranteed, therefore it is sufficient for the solvability to satisfy Q 0 (i.e. Q 1/2 x = 0) in order to prevent an unobservable situation as well as a negative definite weight from the cost function. Q.E.D.
Proposition 16 (SDC matrix-stabilizability)
Assume that For all x ∈ R kn , rank( G(x)) = n (or equivalently rank( B(x)) = n). Then, the pair { A( x), B( x)} is GPS/C.
PROOF.
Consider the following matrix which is needed to be full rank according to the Kalman's law of controllability:
The rank of the controllability matrix for system (3) obeys the following inequality according to the structure of A( x) and B( x):
where H ∈ R kn×kn is constructed by k 2 blocks of square n × n matrices:
H i is defined as a function of F j ( x) for j = i, · · · , k:
Therefore, since obviously rank(H) ≥ kn and rank(I k ⊗ G( x)) = krank( G( x)), if rank( G( x)) = n, we have:
which means that rank(C) = kn. Q.E.D.
Remark 17 (SDC matrix-stabilizability) The previous proposition expresses a special kind where matrix G(x) is full rank. However, for systems without this assumption many other conditions can be developed in order to make the pair { A( x), B( x)} GPS/C. For instance, some results on the controllablity of systems realized by SDC matrices as well as their connection to the controllability of the system itself can be found in [17] .
Lemma 18 Function p i (·) : D p → R expressed in (13) has the following domain:
and for all x ∈ D p and a ∈ R, there exist σ 1 , σ 2 > 0 such that:
PROOF. The statements are true as long as their limits at x (j) → 0 ± exist. According to the exponential nature of p i ( x), it has always a faster approach toward zero in comparison to a polynomial x a (j) . We have lim 
Proposition 19 (SDC matrix-boundedness)
Suppose Hypothesis 9 as well as Assumptions 12 and 13 are satisfied. Then, the norm of the SDC matrix proposed by (8) and the norm of its derivative with respect to x (i) for i = 1, · · · , k are bounded if:
(1) A continuous SDC matrix is constructed by (9), (10), (13) and there exists a set of σ i > 0 such that | x (i) (t)| ≥ σ i for all t ∈ [0, ∞) and i = 1, · · · , kn. (2) A discontinuous SDC matrix is constructed by (9) , (15) , (16) , and problem (16) has a unique solution for all t ∈ [0, ∞).
PROOF. According to Assumption 13 the output of the designed ESO ( x as well as x n+1 ) is always bounded as long as the real state variables of the system is finite which is the case as long as Assumption 12 and 13 are satisfied. Therefore, both continuous and discontinuous SDC matrices have finite norms unless the denominator is zero which will not occur according to the conditions specified above by items (1) and (2).
For the derivatives we should prove the boundedness of ∂ F ( x)/∂ x (l) for all l = 1, · · · , kn. First, consider item (1) and note that the elements of of F ( x) can be summarized in the following form considering (9)-(13):
where π i ( x) = − ln(p i ( x)) which is defined according to (13) :
Therefore, we have four conditions for the derivative of F (i,j) with respect to the elements of x (without loss of generality suppose = 1):
According to Lemma 18, equations (46)-(49) has bounded values, therefore, item (1) is proved.
For item (2) , following the definition stated in (15) and (16) , one can obtain the following statement:
Therefore, according to the above statement and the way F ( x) is defined by (9) and (15) we have: (3) is GPS/C and Q is selected such that the pair {A(x), Q 1/2 } is GPD/O. Also, suppose the SDC matrix A(x) along with its derivatives with respect to all x elements are bounded. Then:
(1) The SDRE nonlinear regulator produces a closedloop solution which is locally asymptotically stable. (2) The SDRE nonlinear feedback solution and its associated state and co-state trajectories satisfy the first necessary condition for optimality of the nonlinear regulator problem. (3) As the state is driven asymptotically to zero, the SDRE nonlinear feedback solution and its associated state and co-state trajectories approach the second necessary condition for optimality of the nonlinear regulator problem at a quadratic rate.
Lemma 21 Under Hypothesis 9, the closed-loop system constructed by (2), (7) , and (18) satisfies the condition of Assumption 12.
PROOF. First consider the fact that u in and u out are functions of x. Therefore, any uncertainty in the G(x) does not affect the boundedness of the model as long as the real and the estimated values of G(x) are finite. According to the results of Lemma 20 the closed-loop response of SDRE in its ROA satisfy the boundedness of the input and state. For the deterministic system outside the ROA, it is simply verifiable that f (x) + G(x)u out is just a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) for a kthorder chain integrator system at which both u and x are bounded. Thus, the closed-loop response of the proposed controllers for a deterministic system (i.e. x = x) always has bounded state and control input vectors. Q.E.D.
Theorem 22 (Controller-stability and optimality) Suppose Hypotheses 9, 10, and 11 as well as Assumption 13 are satisfied. The closed-loop system constructed by (2), (7) , and (18) is locally optimal and GAS if a continuous (formulated in (9), (10), and (13)) or discontinuous (formulated in (9), (15) , and (16)) SDC matrix is used such that item (1) or (2) of Proposition 19 holds, respectively.
PROOF. First consider the deterministic case. According to Lemma 20-item (1), a ROA exists where inside that the system is asymptotically stable. Outside the ROA the controller acts as a LQR applied to a chain of integrators which is again asymptotically stable. The system is locally optimal in the ROA according to Lemma 20-item (2) and (3) if the controllability and observability conditions as well as the boundedness of the SDC matrices are satisfied. According to Hypothesis 10 the respective pairs are controllable and observable (which is feasible according to Proposition 15 and already satisfied for a wide range of systems according to Proposition 19) . The boundedness of the proposed SDC matrices is proved in Proposition 16.
The estimation is the output of an ESO. Therefore, since the observer can be designed sufficiently convergent independent of the control input behavior (as long as the control input is bounded as is stated in Assumption 12 which is satisfied without a need of additional consideration according to Lemma 21), it does not effect the whole stability of the system (note that the scalar τ can be set equal to max{τ 1 , · · · , τ k+1 } after all state variables are converged). Moreover, the estimation tolerance does not impose instabilities caused by switching since Hypothesis 11 holds. Q.E.D.
Before presenting the result about using the approximated estimation of Ω, expressed by (31) , we need to prove that Algorithm 1 is true. Hence, consider the following lemmas:
The following statements hold for two matrices M and N with consistent dimensions supposing x ∈ R kn : PROOF. According to the definition and using Lemma 23, we have ∂f (x)/∂x = (∂F (x)/∂x)(I kn ⊗ x) + F (x), then the prove is complete by substituting x = 0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 25 For a system with a known Jacobian at the origin, Algorithm 1 gives the Jacobian of the closed-loop system constructed by (2) with u in as a control input.
PROOF. We need to calculate the derivative of the following equatioṅ
with respect to x ∈ R kn . According to Lemma 23 we have:
Then, substituting x = 0, equality (32) is proved. Finally, equation (31) is justified by considering Lemma 24.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 26 (ROA-Approximate estimation) For a system with a known Jacobian at the origin, under conditions of Theorem 22, if Ω is approximately estimated by (28) , then the closed-loop system constructed by (2), (7) , and (18) is also locally optimal and globally asymptotically stable, but may need more than one switching between u in and u out .
PROOF. The control law formulated by (18) switches between two asymptotically stable closed-loop systems with candidate Lyapunov functions of V in = 0.5x T P x and V out = 0.5x T P out x. Accoring to Theorem 2.1 in [34] switching between two controllers withV in < 0 anḋ V out < 0 corresponding to the above-mentioned Lyapunov functions, result in an asymptotically stable controller. The number of switching is one if the approximately estimated ROA is exactly a real ROA. Since it is not necessarily the case, more than one switching may be required which is shown in the numerical example.
Numerical Example
Consider an inverted pendulum on a cart in which the cart acceleration is the control input ( Fig. 1 ) and the angle of the pendulum is needed to be stabilized regardless of the cart position. The system is expressible as:
where x 1 ≡ θ is the pendulum angle and x 2 ≡θ is its angular velocity. The gravitational constant, damping coefficient of the hinge, and length of the massless link are denoted by g, b, and l, respectively. The physics of the system is unknown for the user. The only available knowledge about the system is its order and dimension alongside the fact that a positive u causes a negativeẋ 2 . Therefore, G(x) = sgn(cos(x 1 )), n = 1, and k = 2 are all we know about the system. Consider the following linear ESO for system (54): Fig. 1 . An inverted pendulum on a cart. The system variable is θ and the control input is the cart acceleration u.
in which 1 and α i should be chosen such that Λ defined as follows be a Hurwitz matrix [15] :
System (54) can be expressed in the form of (3)-(5) in which the matrix F ( x) is constructed exactly as is shown in (14) or (17) which are referred to by continuous or discontinuous SDC matrices, respectively. The linearized form of system (54) at the zero equilibrium should be determined as follows if the closed-loop response needed to be GAS. Two control schemes are used for stabilization of system (54) in the region where −π/2 < x 1 < π/2 and compared by conventional ADRC: The SDRE + ESO which is formulated as u in = −K in x in (19) for the whole space assuming that Ω = R; and the switching controller u expressed by (18) . The former has no guarantee for being GAS (e.g. the dashed red plot in Fig. 4) but it is shown that if it happens to be GAS, then its corresponding control effort will be more efficient in comparison to the latter (e.g. the solid red plot in Fig. 4 ) which is less efficient but more safe since it is proved to be GAS (e.g. the solid/dashed blue plots in Fig. 4 .
The phase plane representation of the closed-loop response of system (54) under u = u in corresponding to continuous and discontinuous SDC matrices are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively (the curves intersect since the system dynamics also depends on the estimated states). Fig. 4 shows the effectiveness of the proposed scheme using continuous and discontinuous SDC matrices in comparison to all ADRCs with constant state feedback gains (the gray area comprises the cost function history of all controllers in form of u ADRC = −1/sgn(cos( x 1 ))(ν [1] 1×2 x+ x 3 ) for all ν > 0). 
Conclusions
A suboptimal state-dependent Riccati equation (SDRE)based scheme has proposed for stabilization of unknown nonlinear systems where the state-dependent coefficient (SDC) matrix has estimated by the use of an extended state observer (ESO). It has shown that the proposed SDRE+ESO alongside a special form of active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) are able to globally stabilize an unknown nonlinear system by a switching rule such that the closed-loop response converges to the optimal solution. The switching rule has determined by an approximate estimation of the region of attraction. Two SDC matrices have proposed with their specific advantages and disadvantages in which both are useful for almost any system and are constructed by the output of the ESO. The inverted pendulum has considered as a numerical example and showed that the proposed scheme can result in a closed-loop response which may be unreachable by the use of an ADRC with a constant state feedback gain.
Although the proposed scheme is entirely assembled from the ESO outputs and the hypotheses presumed in this study are comparably weak, still the results are not implementable for a general nonlinear system, x = f (x, t, u), that is needed to be studied in the future.
